Public Safety Notice: Gang Stalking

This neighborhood has ongoing “gang stalking” activity. The crime is not related to street gangs; rather it involves illegal surveillance and harassment of individuals by multiple perpetrators (called “perps” or “brown-nosers”) working together. Often the stalking is done for vengeance or to silence potential whistle-blowers.

Perpetrators who manage organized stalking operations are usually associated with private security firms or they are corrupt members – or former members – of the law enforcement community, or criminal informants.

Tactics include threats, abusive comments, breaking into the victim’s residence, slander (lying about the victim), harassment by noise (sometimes from nearby residences), illegally tapping phone lines, hacking computers, and other serious violations of state and federal law.

An ABC TV show demonstrated how gang stalkers can impersonate law enforcement personnel to recruit unsuspecting citizens. You can view it on YouTube if you search “Gang stalking + ABC + John Quinones + Comply or Question Authority”

For more information – including news reports on this issue – visit this website: FightGangStalking.com